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Abstract. Even small departures from a nuclear equilibrium density with constant nu-

cleon masses require an increase of a nucleon enthalpy. This process can be described

as volume corrections to a nucleon rest energy, which are proportional to pressure and

absent in a standard Relativistic Mean Field (RMF) with point-like nucleons. Bag model

and RMF calculations show the modifications of nucleon mass, nucleon radius and a

Parton Distribution Function (PDF) of Nuclear Matter (NM) above the saturation point

originated from the pressure correction.

1 Introduction

The finite size correction to the nucleon rest energy connected with the nucleon volume ΩN will be

investigated in the compressed nuclear matter (NM) at the pressure p. In such a compressed medium,

the nucleon constituents - quarks and gluons have to do an additional work WN = pΩN to keep a

space ΩN for a nucleon bags". The nucleon mass is a result of strong interaction between almost

massless quarks and gluons. The nuclear Drell-Yan experiments [1, 2], which measure the sea quark

enhancement, we described [3] with a small 1% admixture of nuclear pions and the MN unchanged.

Thus the deep inelastic phenomenology indicates that a change of the nucleon invariant mass at the

saturation density in comparison to the value in vacuum is rather negligible although nuclear scalar and

vector mean fields are strong [4]. Therefore, when the energy transfer from Nucleon-Nucleon (NN)

interaction to the partons is absent the nucleon mass should decrease with pressure. It will involve

functional corrections to a nucleon rest energy, dependent from external pressure with a physical

parameter - a nucleon radius R0.

Alternatively, at stronger NN repulsion we should consider the possible energy transfer from NN

interactions to the confined space inside nucleon, maintaining the constant mass of the nucleon for

higher densities. Other modifications connected with finite volume of nucleons, like correlations of

their volumes, will be neglected. In order to discussed this issue we introduce a nucleon enthalpy HN

in NM with a density � (�0 at equilibrium) and “external" nuclear pressure p

HN(�) � Mpr(�) + pΩN with HN(�0) = MN , (1)

as a “useful" expression for the total rest energy of a immersed nucleon “bag". The nucleon mass

Mpr is possibly modified in the compressed medium. For the constant nucleon mass Mpr in NM,

the formula (1) shows that the enthalpy HN - as the total nucleon rest energy - increases. In such a
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case a part of nucleon-nucleon interaction energy is transferred to the extended system of strongly

interacting partons.

Let us introduce analogously the single particle nuclear enthalpy

HT
A/A =εA+p/� =EF (2)

where εA = EA/A is a single nucleon energy and EF is the nucleon Fermi energy EF or chemical

potential μ. In order to compare energy densities let us move to the specific enthalpies which are

given respectively by:

hT
A(�) �

HT
A

EA

= 1 +
p

�εA(�)

hN(�) �
HN

Mpr

= 1 +
p

�cp(�)Mpr(�)
(3)

where �cp = 1/ΩN is a close packing density for extended nucleons inside NM. The specific nuclear

enthalpy hT
A

(�0) in equilibrium density �0 is smaller than the specific nucleon enthalpy hN(�0) but

increases faster than the nucleon one. It is easy to show that the equality of these specific enthalpies

at a certain density �cr

hT
A(�cr) = hN(�cr) (4)

is equivalent to a following condition for the critical density �cr

�cr εA(�cr) = �cp(�cr) Mpr(�cr). (5)

where the alignment of energy densities, outside and inside nucleon, takes place. Another word,

energy density (�εA), which includes a space ΩA− between nucleons, reaches the energy density of a

quark plasma (�cpMpr) inside nucleon therefore an ultimate de-confinement transition to the Quark-

Gluon-Plasma (QGP) will take place when condition (5) or (4) is satisfied.

2 The nucleon rest energy in the Bag model in NM

Let us discuss the relation (1) in the simple bag model where the nucleon in the lowest state of three

quarks is a sphere of a volume ΩN . In a compressed medium [5], pressure generated by free quarks

inside the bag [6] is balanced at the bag surface not only by intrinsic confining “pressure" B(�) but

also by nuclear pressure p; generated e.q. by elastic collisions with other hadron [7, 8] bags, also

derived in QMC model in a medium [9]. A mass Mpr for finite p(�) can be obtained like a general

expresion[6, 11] on a bag energy in a vacuum E0
Bag

(R0) ∝ 1/R0 as a function of the radius R0 with

phenomenological constants - ω0, Z0 [9] and a bag “constant" B(�). But now, in equilibrium internal

parton pressure pB inside the bag is equal (cf. [9]), on a bag surface, nuclear pressure p

p= pB =
3ω0 − Z0

4πR4
−B(�) → (B(�)+p)R4=const

and we get the nucleon radius depending from B+pH:

R(�) =

[
3ω0 − Z0

4π(B(�) + p(�))

]1/4

. (6)

Thus, the pressure p(�) between the hadrons acts on the bag surface similarly to the bag “constant"
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Figure 1. Left panel - energy of NM above the equilibrium density for different [4, 11, 12] models. Right panel

- the nucleon mass Mpr as a function of NM pressure for two constant nucleon radii R=0.7,0.8.

Figure 2. Left panel - pressure dependent bag “constant" B for the given nucleon radius R = 0.7 f m (case A -

constant nucleon size) and for two different values of R0 = 0.7, 0.8 f m (case B - constant nucleon mass). Right

panel - the nuclear compressibility as a function of nucleon constant radius. R=0.7,0.8 fm (case B).
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B(�). Consequently the mass in NM

Mpr(�)=
4

3
πR3[4(B + p)−p

]
=E0

Bag

R0

R
−pΩN . (7)

The density dependent nucleon mass is shown in Fig.1 (right panel) for the constant radius R. The

scaling factor R0/R comes from a well-known model dependence (E0
bag

∝ 1/R0) in the spherical bag

[6]. This simple radial dependence is now lost in (7) and responsible for that is the pressure dependent

correction to the mass of a nucleon given by the product pΩN . This term is identical with the work

WN in (1) and disappear for the nucleon enthalpy

HN(�) = Mpr+pΩN = E0
Bag

R0

R(�)
∝ 1/R(�). (8)

Thus the total rest energy of the nucleon in the nuclear medium depends only from its size R(�). This

simple dependence from R(�) reflects a scale of a confinement of partons inside compressed NM. The

internal pressure B(�) depends on the external pressure p and the nucleon radius (6)

B = B(�0)(R0/R)4 − p. (9)

and is shown in Fig.2 for the constant radius and the constant mass with a variable radius. Presented

dependence of the bag “constant" B from the nuclear density has a strong influence [10] on EoS. The

Equation of State (EoS) calculated in the linear scalar-vector RMF including finite nucleon sizes [11],

and presented in Fig.1 in a comparison with other models, is softer for bigger nucleon radii R0 with

good value [13] for a compressibility K−1 ∼ 235 MeV fm−3 for R0 = 0.72 fm; see Fig.1 - left panel.

For a constant R0, the nonlinear term [14] in a scalar potential is not needed, which shows that finite

nucleon sizes can provide independently a correct nuclear stiffness of EoS like in DBHF calculations

[12] shown in Fig.1. The difference between compressibility K−1
Ω

- with and K−1
A

-without volume

correction to energy ε can be written as:

K−1
A − K−1

Ω = 9�2 d2

d�2
(pHΩN) = 9�2 d2

d�2

[
�2ΩN

1−�ΩN

dεΩ

d�

]
=

=
9�3ΩN

1−�ΩN

[
f (�)

dεΩ

d�
+

(
6−5�ΩN

1−�ΩN

)
d2εΩ

d�2
+ �

d3εΩ

d�3

]
(10)

where f (�) is an unknown regular function at the equilibrium density which multiplies the first deriva-

tive ε′(�) vanishing at the �0. A last term in (10) with the third derivative is in the next order of density,

also the third derivative is small if εΩ can be approximated by quadratic function of density at the

vicinity of NM equilibrium. Consequently, keeping only the term with the second derivative ε′′(�) in

the second line of last expression, which is proportional to K−1
Ω

, we finally obtain:

K−1
Ω �

[
(1 − �ΩN)2

1 + 4�ΩN(1 − �ΩN)

]
K−1

A �
1

2
K−1

A (11)

that the compressibility K−1
Ω

which includes the volume corrections is smaller by the density dependent

factor shown above in (11). The typical saturation density withΩN ≈ 1 provide a small �ΩN ≈ 1/6 for

R0 = 0.6fm. Consequently K−1
Ω
≈ K−1

A
/2 (inside the uniform NM). The K−1

Ω
as a function of nucleon

radius is presented in the right panel of the Fig.2. Its linear behavior is consistent with formula (11).

Concluding, the significant role of the nucleon finite size in nuclear properties has been shown.
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